.
31
While research regarding the use of African-inspired textiles, garments, and symbols 32 during the Civil Rights era is rich, there is less examination of African American's daily 33 experiences during this time. An important element of appearance, African American hair has 34 held a long history of cultural pride and significance (Rooks, 1996) . Because African American 35 hair holds a strong relationship to cultural meanings and societal values, it provides an 36 opportunity to examine the larger society's effect on a wearer's decisions and behaviors (Walker, 37 2007). Specifically, the researchers sought to understand how African American women 38 perceived their hair choices in creating and negotiating their collective identity during the Civil
39
Rights and Black Pride Movements.
40
The position of African American women as members of two marginalized groups, both 41 racial and gender oppressed identities within dominant society, offers "a powerful lens through 42 which to evaluate society and a base from which to change it" (Brooks, 2007, p. 63) . Examining particularly those with similar ideals and goals (Hunt & Benford, 2004) . These individuals often 60 informally arrange into groups that hold many shared ideals. Through action, the "members' 61 common interests, experiences, and solidarity" form which helps to create a collective identity 62 (Taylor & Whittier, 1992 , p. 105). As individuals engage in the social movement, they 63 internalize new meanings and understandings of themselves, often marked by appearance, 64 creating a collective identity based on the group's political ideology and agenda (Whittier, 1997 (Walker, 2007) . In addition to the more radical political stance, a moderate sentiment of "Black 84 is Beautiful" was widely adopted and became heavily popularized both within and outside of 85 African American communities (Freeland, 2009; Wilson, 2013) . In this way the Black Power
86
Movement differed from the initial non-violent approach to the Civil Rights Movement. This 87 example provides evidence of how, through collective action, the stage was set for new groups of 88 individuals to move the cause forward (Kuumba & Ajanaku, 1998) .
89
In contemporary movements the collective's action is rooted in "cultural symbols [that] 90 emerge and serve as representations and conduits for the social movement ideas and 91 philosophies" (Kuumba & Ajanaku, 1998, p. 229) . Culture holds a duality, in that it can help to promote oppressive values, but can also be a source of resistance and liberation (hooks, 1991 Thus, the cultural expression of hair was incorporated into efforts for racial equality and 121 self-determination. Natural hair helped to inform the collective identity, assisting the 122 continuation of the larger equal rights movement (Mercer, 1991) . Symbolically, for the African 
131
Pride in African heritage extended from learning native languages and histories, to taking 132 part in cultural aspects like dress and even food, which seemed less threatening than the 133 supposed violent Power Movement portrayed in the mass media (Walker, 2007) . This was 134 evident in the evolution of acceptance of natural hairstyles as a popular modern style versus a 135 political expression. As the afro was more widely worn, it also became more commercialized 136 with beauty products to achieve the style, ad campaigns, and other popular culture usage.
Eventually, the progress of the movement and commonness of the hairstyle transitioned the afro 138 from overtly political to a fashionable trend (Mercer, 1991) . and leather worn by motorcycle club members and other rebellious youth groups (Mercer, 1991) . 
Methods

173
Participants
174
A purposeful sampling method was used to recruit participants that met demographic was gained. The researchers attempted to remove personal bias by designing a study that allowed 208 the participants to speak freely of their experiences through a semi-structured interview.
209
Clarification of any misunderstandings in data analysis was resolved by allowing the women an 210 opportunity to review the transcriptions of the interviews, and using the participants' own words 211 to illustrate findings (Esterberg, 2002) .
212
Each interview lasted approximately 90 minutes, creating over 30 hours of recorded data.
213
No compensation was offered to participants in exchange for sharing their experiences.
214
Interviews took place in private locations throughout the university, participant homes, and local 
Results
241
Participants described key themes that were associated with the movements of the 1960s demonstration, the use of their hair as an oppositional tool followed.
Boundaries: Black Love and Liberation
253
Boundaries are often created by dominant groups in social, political, economic, and 254 cultural aspects of society, to differentiate those who belong and those who do not. As a 255 resistance group begins to define itself, it does so in contrast to the dominant identity, affirming 256 that which is unique to the collective's characteristics (Taylor & Whittier, 1992) . Boundary 257 demarcation is a vital element of collective identity construction (Hunt & Benford, 2004) .
258
Participants discussed the popularization of Black as beautiful and corresponding emergence in
259
Black culture that framed their challenge of dominant appearance standards as they adopted 260 natural styles.
261
The presentation of Black Power ideology, which activated Black as beautiful and Black 
268
The surge in the celebration Black culture and appreciation helped to embrace African or
269
Black characteristics that challenge of White norms. Donna explained,
270
That was what the Black Power Movement influenced. People were trying to find the 271 Black Power where Black is Beautiful. We're beautiful, we should shine that way. I think 272 that is where most of the motivation came from, for people to stop trying to fit in to a this. This is our way of expressing ourselves' and saying 'we're proud, we're Black and 275 we're proud' that was part of it too.
276
Wanda agreed,
277
It was ok to be Black again… just be ourselves, and not try to be or emulate something 278 that we had to compete with. It still had an underlining that you were beautiful. I mean, 279 you were. But it was more among your own color than it was worrying about outside of 280 your race. The participants described the movement as a time of heightened activity and Black
296
Pride. One participant explained how she and her peers were becoming politically aligned with the movement, "We were reading these books and thinking we were feminists and stuff. I read 298 this book, Stokely Carmichael's book….called Black Power. So, yeah, we were enamored with 299 all of these ideas" (Ruth). Part of the political awakening also came from learning about the 300 historical plight of African Americans that led the participants to seek social transformation.
301
Ellen began college as a history major and then added sociology; she explained, "I was going to 302 work as a social worker. I was driven. The history classes between the time and '70s for a 303 college student, they were very good." She went on to explain that learning about African
304
American history in college helped to frame her as an activist and inspired her quest for racial 305 equality on campus.
306
Beth found that she recognized the historical implications and the impact of the 307 movement,
308
I think all I really understood was that where we were in history, people had paid some 309 price for us to get here. So, I appreciated that and knew that it didn't just suddenly 310 happen. That there were these opportunities that were being made, that instead of looking 311 down upon being different, that we can celebrate being different. So, I understood that. I 312 understood some of the historical things that had happened and that I knew that even 313 though this was sort of a very, just a thing. Looks and all are not worth time…It's just not 314 the kind of thing that is important. I understood that this was still an outgrowth of the
315
[movement] even though the political agenda was much more important. That it was okay 316 for me to wear an afro and be affirmed for that. That these were political agendas with 317 some very direct outcomes that people were laying down their lives for. So, this was a 318 side benefit that I could celebrate it in this way.
Though appearance was not at the forefront of Beth's activist agenda, she knew that wearing an 320 afro was a part of the challenge to racial equality and enjoyed the ability to participate in an 321 everyday action that moved the cause forward. hair. It all was okay. That era was, not only for me, but was a sense of coming into our 375 own.
376
For Freda, wearing an afro was a source of strength and defiance, in that she was able to do as 377 she pleased and feel affirmed. Cathy echoed,
378
I think I was impacted by the fact that there were some different choices that could be The women were able to use opportunity and choice as a form of everyday resistance, 383 which helped to make natural hair more accepted in larger society, while instantaneously available for African American women was discussed by Beth, who did not "go natural" 386 completely,
387
I didn't wear my hair natural a lot because I kept doing this kind of back and forth thing.
388
It wasn't like a natural that was always ready to pick out, so it was sort of a process thing.
389
I was never completely natural, so I created an afro from partly processed hair. It was not 390 truly all natural in that way because I wasn't really willing to completely commit. And, I Beth's back-and-forth styling choices exhibited her ability and freedom to either challenge or 398 conform to hegemonic beauty standards.
399
The participants' negotiation of their hair was impacted through their generational cohort.
400
Being between the ages of 18 and 25 during the period of the movement, they experienced was still some of that, they didn't want someone coming in looking a certain way.
410
Cathy furthered that she did not want to look "out of place" and natural hair would be dress from your toe to your hair." Donna added that "professionals did not go to that style 424 because it was not in the general public's idea to be professional." The proper professional look 425 that had been adopted by society was still heavily influenced by hegemonic standards, which 426 impacted the women's appearance decisions. Freda explained getting her first professional job,
427
It was still during the time period that to get a job that paid well, there was just a certain 428 look that you had to have. Black females really did have to have straight hair or a style 429 that required that… I had short hair and it was curled. As they say, it was together… I 430 had my appearance, dressed the way they wanted me to from the top of my head to the bottom of my toes. I needed that job. I maintained that style and I knew that if I did not 432 adhere to their standards, I wouldn't have a job.
433
Ellen offered the same sentiment about wanting to be taken seriously as a professional however,
434
she would change her hair after she were hired, while others like Freda would forego natural 435 styles altogether to be deemed acceptable and employable. The research explored seven women's experiences who were highly-educated and located 
